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advanced

Open Mind
B Choose the correct word or phrase.

0 Rarely have I / I have / I’ve experienced such kindness.

8 Barely had I finished breakfast when / after / than 
the phone started to ring.

9 Under no circumstances should you / you should /  
you must change your medication without first 
speaking to your doctor.

 10 I just wanted to sleep, but no sooner had I put my 
head on the pillow when / than / then the music 
started up.

 11 Not only she did / did she / she cook all the meals, 
but she also cleaned the house and walked the dog.

 12 Hardly had I sat down then / when / than I had to 
get up again to make coffee.

 13 Only when you actually speak to the man you do /  
do you / you realise what a tough time he’s been 
through.

 14 Seldom have I / I have / I’ve heard so many 
complaints about one man.

 15 I’d scarcely finished writing one report than / then / 
when I had to start work on the next!

C Complete the text with words from the box.

under   had   little   did   sooner   was   rarely

The morning had started much as any other.  

(0) Little  did I know what was in store for me.  

No (16)   had I walked through the door  

than my boss asked to meet with me in private.  

(17)   have I seen him look so stressed. 

He was white as a sheet and looked utterly exhausted, 

as if he hadn’t slept all night. Only when I looked at his 

clothes (18)   I realise that he hadn’t changed 

since yesterday. He hadn’t even been home! Whatever 

could be the problem? What had caused him to be in 

such a state and to stay at the office all night? Rarely  

(19)   I been so confused. Then it came 

out – the alarming truth, but (20)   no 

circumstances (21)   I to tell anyone …

Unit 10: Grammar and vocabUlary test a

Grammar
Rewrite the underlined part of the following 
sentences using substitution or ellipsis.

0 Have you heard anything from Lucas recently? 
 Heard anything..?

1 A: Do you think it’s going to rain? 
 B:  Oh, I hope it’s not going to. I haven’t got 

an umbrella.
  

2 The woman who was serving in the shop looked 
a bit like Georgia, I thought. 

  

3 She’ll do some work for them and in doing that work 
for them, she’ll find it’s not as much fun as she’s 
expecting.

  

4 A: Ethan’s coming round tonight. 
 B: Oh yeah. Do you know what time he’s coming?
  

5 A:  I gather work’s not been going so well for you 
recently.

 B:  No, I’ve been thinking about leaving – it’s that bad.
  

6 A:  Presumably, she wants to stay in Oxford now that 
she has a job there.

 B: Yes, I imagine she does.
  

7 A: I’m going to send Jacob an email later this week.
 B:  Ah, when you send him an email, could you say 

hi from me, please?
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Open Mind advanced

Vocabulary

A Choose the correct words.

0 She used phony / gullible documents to get the job.

1 There’s a common misconception / hoax that 
vegetarians don’t get enough protein in their diet.

2 I can’t believe anyone would be gullible / fake 
enough to believe a story like that!

3 It’s a complete myth / fake that smoking helps 
you relax.

4 Luckily, the bomb scare turned out to be a hoax / 
myth.

5 Surely he didn’t think that photo was real? It was 
so obviously fake / gullible!

B Complete the words, forming the correct 
part of speech and, where relevant, the correct 
tense.

0 Scientists at the University of Utah have finally 
debunk ed  the myth.

6 Certainly, the evidence would seem to  
valid   her claim.

7 I must add that, as yet, there has been no official 
confirm   of this report.

8 Her dismiss   of the rumour failed to 
convince anyone.

9 These are prov   facts that have been 
scientifically validated.

 10 Their goal was the disprov   of the theory.

 11 Her account was verif   by other 
witnesses who were there at the time.

 12 In an interview this morning, the Spanish footballer 
was dismiss   of rumours that he was 
about to leave the club.

 13 There is no way of proving this fact. It’s simply 
not verif  .

 14 To date, there has been no valid   
of these claims.

 15 We will need verif   of your address.

D The following sentences contain examples 
of ellipsis and substitution. Correct those 
which have mistakes. Tick (✓) the correct 
sentences. There is at least one correct 
sentence.
0 Ever you heard of a singer called Danny Cash?
 Ever heard of a singer called Danny Cash?

  

 22 Don’t know how Guy is doing. Haven’t spoken to 
him in ages.

  

  

 23 Many of these workers would like to return home but 
cannot do because of their contracts.

  

  

 24 Jones might possibly take over as leader but I don’t 
think it so.

  

  

 25 The people most affected by a divorce are usually 
the children.

  

  

 26 You invite Rachel and Tom and as soon as you’ve 
done, I’ll book a table for dinner.

  

  

 27 I’m not a hundred per cent certain this will work, but 
I think so.

  

  

 28 Not sure what I’m doing tonight. Depends how I’m 
feeling.

  

  

 29 Had you any strange phone calls recently? 
  

  

 30 I don’t know whether we’ll manage to see Molly at 
the weekend but I certainly hope.

  

  

Score   / 30
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Open Mind advanced

D Complete these sentences using the correct 
form of the word in brackets.

0 Their ultimate aim was the disproval  of the 
theory. (disprove)

 21 There has been no official   
of these reports. (confirm)

 22 There can be no doubt that he lived here. This is  
a    fact. (verify)

 23 No one has so far been able to   
these claims. (valid)

 24 Do they have any   that he was 
actually involved in the affair? (prove)

 25 He was very   of the rumours, 
claiming that they were all complete nonsense. 
(dismiss)

 26 So is there, in fact, any   to these 
assertions? (valid)

 27 The director’s aim was to   the 
myth that women are less aggressive than men. 
(debunking)

 28 People continued to gossip about Miller despite her 
  of the rumour. (dismiss)

 29 We are currently seeking   of these 
reports. (verify)

 30 They lacked evidence to   that he 
had committed the crime. (proof)

Score   / 30

Total score   / 60

C Complete the sentences with the correct 
word. Choose A, B or C.

0 He’d been using a   ID card to get into bars.
A hoax
B phoney
C gullible

 16 There’s a common   that this is a condition 
which affects only older people.
A misleading
B misconception
C fake

 17 In his article, he sets out to disprove the   
that London is an unfriendly city.
A mythology
B hoax
C myth

 18 There are any number of conspiracy stories out there 
for people   enough to believe them.
A fake
B gullible
C phoney

 19 The famous picture of the Loch Ness Monster turned 
out to be a  .
A hoax
B myth
C misconception

 20 The photographs of the aliens were, of course  .
A synthetic
B fake
C gullible


